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CARTOGRAPHICAL GEOINFOR'\fATION APPROACH 
IN REGIONAL SYSTEMS RESEARCH 

Innokenty A.Bashalkhanov, Ludmila B.Bashalkhanova, Valerian A.Snytko 

The modern stage of economical reforms realization in Siberian regions is characterized by sequel 
of anthropogenic influence on landscapes, decrease of financing for nature protection mellsures and 
keeping of human health. This combined with earlier existing negative change in environment caused by 
intensive development of nature resources increases the ecological geographical problems on large area 
and leads the environment in crisis. 

Realization of necessary way out of the situation to the sustainable development sets new tasks 
before modern geography and canography, which ensure the solution of above-mentioned problems in 
coordination between socio economical perspective and environmental opportunities. 

Such widening of problems spectriun caused by changes in the researching object leads to the 
necessity of new ideas, approaches and methods of analysis, including the alternative. Everything will 
require the increaSing of information volume and knowledge widening about occurring on this territory 
and generalization of new facts for elaboration of efficient information promising system for environmen
tal management and resources use in the broad sense. 

It seems that this position is constructive and will help to solve the problems, to explain the material 
and to open the way to further deepening'ofknowledge about researching region, where totality of relation 
between nature and society and the role of these relation ill forming of above-mentioned new problems 
is a difficult, contradictory prOCess, which leads to the realization of renovating perspeci ivcs and 
sustainable self-development. On the example of the solution of these connected problcms ilt Sibcrian 
region the algorithms of actions co-ordination can be carried out for other problem areas (on the local, 
regional and national levels) on the way out of crisis. So. complication of the object in geographical 
canography on each development stage requires more sophisticated means and methods of its research 
and solution of new difficult cartographical geographical problems C,1USed by increasing complexity its 
invariable structure. interaction. management and mapping of operation process and results, 

The main methods of new information technology belong to such modern methods. Endowment 
and variety of means and opportunities of this technology for solution of geographical and canographical 
tasks is rcalized by application of great deal of thematic and complex d.1ta base and maps, gcoinformation 
systems of different intellectual levels. characterized by interaction ofinformation simulation models with 
thematic expert systetns lllld developed means of visualisation and graphical mapping of territorial 
occurrencc. 

Now. solution of mentioned problems in cartographic..11 geographical researches is possible on the 
basis of modern information technologies application for the search of constructive compromise in the 
connict between human life activity and nature from all possible llltcrnatives in an effort of sustllinablc 
dcvclopment of the territory. 

From the splllial aspect of this sol uti 011, one of the specics offundamental generalii'.ation is working 
outofcartographic..11 gcoinformation approach in research of regional complexes on the mlsisofsysll'l1latic 
mapping in computer maps of forming and development of gcographical objccts (process lUlU occur-
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rences) depended on natural social economical structure of territotial formation. Much attention is paid 

to system forming relations (information, material energetical and socio-economical) between objects and 
environment with consideration of their natural potential and unique. 

The key components of new approach are cartographical, geoinfonnation provision, where the 
main problems are -CO'-ordination of social and natural interests in realization of territorial action, increase 
of efficiency of information provision of nature use m;U1agemem and realization of environmental 
measures in conditions of naturaJ resources territorial framework and bio-diversity of protected landscape 
complexes. 

Important properties of this management system are worse to note. From the one side, these are 
estimation, and forecast ofsocioeconomical and ecological consequences, ability for adoption. From the 
other side improvement ofinformation provision can be reali7.ed only on the basis of modern information 
commwlication technologies, forming program, technological surrounding, which is insensitive to 
structure management methods changes in sphere of nature preservation, resources use,biodiversity 

conservation and social demographical structure of the region in conditions of co-ordinatioll between 
social economical perspectives and reproductional opportuniles of landscape structure. 

Consequently, the management subject, who has persistently to go deep and even interfere in events 
occuring on this territory, will connect the efficiency incre<lse of the solutions with modern information 
in provision with GIS-teenologies application. It gives an opportunity to have infornlation intangible 
fonn, what lets to give its own understanding of situation lind i1s precise model. 

Conception of cartographical geoinformation researchcs consists in integration on the basis of the 
modem GIS-technologies of geosystem model and complex cartographical approaches in handing, 
analysis and spatial temporal forecast of information data ,md maps. The integration key link is spatial 
temporal extrapolation ofrese;(Cching processes and occurenccs. mapped on computer ntaps wi Ih regard 

to their system forming relations. Principles and methods of conception realization base on syslem of 
system-hierarchical consideration of natural and social economical factors of environmcntal situation 
funning in the region in their dynamics and interrelation. 

Working out methOdic of real computer ecological geographical maps consists in territory 
differentiating with regard to environmental forming, stabilizing and regulating role of natural spatial 
systems. These structures pull apart into parts which are subject to sustainable development, protecting, 
operation. landscapes disrupting with regard to self-restoration and stabilization. This or oth-:r Ievcl of 
anthropogenic influence will base the relationship betwecn rayons with sustainable natural territorial 
complexes and ".ones with different stage of ecologically unfortunate situation (risk, crisis, disasler). 

Applying to the considerating conception in !he work III the methodological principlcs, appa ratus
program and organization form of cartographical-geoinfonllation researches are elucidated and the 
solution of actual methodological tasks is shown, as spathll e.\1rapolation of geographical conrormities 
revealed on locallcvel, for the whole region; impartial approach to the zoning and revealting of intact 
Illitural territorial systems. 

Mcthodological opportunities of this approach let: to determine recreational. environmental 
stabilizing, protecting and resources-restorating role of hUJdscape complexes: to estimate quality lmd 
environmental biodiversity; to reveallhe compromiscforcontours<llld territorial characteristics of special 
p~otected areas; to estimate practical efficicncy of informatioll proviSioll in environmental proleclion 
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management and rational nature resources use in conditions of ecological limitation; to determinate 
the compromise in procedure of territirial interests co-ordination with regard to importance of spatial 
objects situated there; to form the territorial conception on sustainable development on the basis of spatial 

temporal model of given structure of geographical space. 
As applying of cartographical geoinformation approach we will watch its opportunity during 

research ofintermountainous hollows bioclimate in the South of Siberia - Nazarovskaya, Minhsinskaya, 
Tuvinskaya, Tunkinskaya, Baikalskaya, Barguzinskaya, Verkhneangarskaya, Muiskaya, Charsls:aya. 
One of the tasks was to determinate the conditions of human provision with heat for estim:ltion of his 
life activity. For rough analysis the data basis was created, which includes more than 100 pagesormaterial 
about cUmat observation in hollows and surro~nding areas. Each of stations has been char~clerized by 
elevation of its location and 12 meteorological indices (\\ind sp.:ad. temperature lind airhllnr;dit~ I. One 
part of these was used in calculating of quantitative importance ofbioclimatic indices ( on the basis 
oftheir mathematical models) seasonally. On the first stage the quantities ofthese indices werc used for 
working out of maps in figures with the help of GIS ArclInfo. By means of ntapS analysis (\\·ith regard 
to earlier made physical geographical area differentiating) the bioclimatic rayons borders were 
determined. In the revealed rayons the structures of moment weather were considered for making more 
precise in situation and determinating of climatic resources potential. They were considered in seasonal 

and daily motion. This all lets to determine the human heatstaild on the territory of researched hollows. 
On the second stage the initial data basis was replenished with calculated importances as 

bioclintatic, as other weather-climatic indices. These data were used in claster-analysis procedures 
which Ie! to make more precise in bioclimatichollows zoning on more objective basis and to realize 
their classification. As a result the basis of maps in figures was built which includes differenl weather
climatic indices and describing bioclimalic potential of each hollow and its surrounding are.1S. Complex 
maps and hollow classification results analysis showed the following: ·1) the orographical conditions 
inside the hollows foredetermine climatic differenccs or re,·c:llcd rayons in consequence of heat and 
moisture redistribution and local specialities circulation forming: 2) for strongly breaking up hollows 
the difference in bioclimatic conditions from surrounding mountains is typical. This fHct is also 
typical for hollows \\ilh middle breaking upaild economical development oftcrritol:\": 3) for Baikalskaya 
hollow the reverse tendency is typical because of softening i nt1ucncc of l'lke's W<ller: ~) wil h d"rease of 
dimensions and increaseofhollowsbre.1king upthc infa\"ourablc climate influence 011 human health 
increases. As compared \\ith their surrounding area the incrcHsingofpopulation adaptation in hollows 
is possible. In the whole the cartographical gcoinformation researches gave an opportunity 10 reveal 
the main natural climaticfactorsdeterming population life activity :lIId more favourablearcas for human 
health. 

Such approach to the analysisoflandscape geochemical situation in Baikal watershed let 10 reveal 
more contrast and subjected to technogenic pressurc are.1S. 

It(·r(·n·lIe(·~ 
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